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Côte d’Azur Nature
A region between sea and mountain just waiting to
be explored!

Upon arriving in the Riviera in winter, the snowy peaks of the Mercantour provide an immediately visible and
somewhat unexpected feast for the eyes. In this region, while the sea draws visitors in droves, the Alps
remain a novelty waiting to be explored.
The Côte d'Azur conjures up images of the cities of Cannes, Nice, Antibes, Grasse and Menton, yet 80% of
the region's surface area is comprised of mountainous zones protected by the Mercantour National Park
and the Parc Naturel Régional des Préalpes d'Azur, which lie side by side with the Mediterranean, turning
this French region into a sweeping open-air sports ground all year round.
The Côte d’Azur's geographical peculiarities mean that its highest peaks (reaching 3000 m) are located less
than 90 minutes away from the coast in an exceptional natural environment enclosed between the sea
and the mountains.
The ultimate sports line-up...
Most sports imaginable are available here. The following line-up of activities are available to enjoy all year
round on the Côte d’Azur:
Jogging along the Cap de Nice,
Biking along the coastline,
Nordic walking among the red rocks of the Estérel,
Mountain-biking in Mercantour,
Road biking through the valleys, each completely different from the last, via a handful of renowned passes,
including the Col de Turini,
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Horse-riding in the midst of the region's Pre-Alpine plains, down the back road trails around Puget Théniers,
and much more,
White water sports in Estéron or La Roya,
Climbing the Le Baou de Saint Jeannet,
Sailing departing from the Côte d'Azur's many authentic ports,
Diving in the region's bays,
Golf at one of the Côte d’Azur's 20 courses
Skiing in one of the Côte d'Azur's international resorts,
Snowshoe trekking, igloo-building, dog sledding, ice climbing and many more activities for snow sport
enthusiasts.
An exceptional calendar...
In addition, the region boasts an incredibly prestigious line-up of events featuring what are known as leisure
sports, in particular. The concept of leisure emerged as soon as the Côte d’Azur's tourism industry was born,
with remarkable events quickly organised on the Riviera to become the fantastic fixtures visitors appreciate
today: the Monaco Grand Prix, traditional boat regattas, international tennis championships, golf courses
designed by the most prestigious of names and equestrian competitions.
In addition to this jam-packed line-up, this year the local museum scene will be marked by the opening of
the National Sports Museum located in the heart of Nice's Stade Allianz Riviera stadium. Sports enthusiasts
will enjoy wandering around the new museum to see iconic items that have left their mark on the history of
sport.
A client loyalty-building strategy, an image overhaul and holiday offers...
Considering the favourable weather conditions enjoyed by the Côte d'Azur, all of these sports activities are
likely to appeal to clients all year round and particularly in winter.
With winter and skiing activities comes the challenge of encouraging clients to discover the quality of the
region's slopes, and particularly international resorts, as well as the Village Resorts of the Southern Alps or
resorts boasting slopes that feature sea views - all of which combine to create the Destination's unique
appeal.
By combining the concepts of "sport" and "nature", we are also showcasing the many commitments made
with respect to the environment: on the coast, this is illustrated by the Pélagos marine mammal sanctuary,
while in the mountains, the spotlight is on action taken by the national and regional Parks.
The concept of ecotourism or sustainable tourism has been explored via sports tourism products and public
awareness-building initiatives centred on protected spaces (some urban) that also offer alternatives.
Transport
The Alpes-Maritimes' public transport policy benefits everyone, allowing visitors to cross the entire département for just
1.5 euros per trip (bus and tram).
In addition, the Rando-bus and Bus 100% Neige buses run depending on the season, allowing visitors on the coast to
access mountainous areas for skiing or walking.
Finally, over the past few years the City of Nice has been developing private transport options with the addition of
electric car-sharing and self-service bike schemes.

This Côte d’Azur Sport and Nature press kit invites you to take a closer look at a protected, unspoilt Côte
d’Azur and its year-round open-air facilities.

www.visitcotedazur.travel
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COTEDAZURSport and Nature
Great ideas!
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Côte d’Azur Nature
New in 2014 - The COTEDAZUR-CARD®

On top of keeping an eye on their spending, holiday-makers are on a quest to enjoy their holidays to the
full, and many of them dream of "experience" and "active" holidays. With this in mind, the COTEDAZURCARD® was born.
Offering packages of either 3 or 6 consecutive days, the pass gives visitors the opportunity to take part in
multiple activities based on a straight-forward concept and an array of fantastic deals and suggestions.
The COTEDAZUR-CARD® in figures…
115 included activities (+ 5 of visitors' choosing) and 85 partners
6 natural sites
13 leisure activities
19 nature activities
Spread across 53 municipalities in the Côte d’Azur and eastern
the inland area to the mountain resorts.

25 tours and excursions
29 museums and monuments
10 craft workshops and tasting sessions
13 water activities
Var region, stretching from the coast and

This tourism product is a new tool designed with the current economic climate in mind, providing a solution
to tourism consumption issues for the benefit of the Destination globally and its professionals specifically.
Once 5 to 6 activities have been accessed, visitors can enjoy up to 50% off full adult rates.
The COTEDAZUR-CARD® takes the shape of an electronic pre-paid card and pass that grants the cardholder
access to over 115 activities to be enjoyed across the entire Alpes-Maritimes region and a part of the Var,
from the seaside to the mountain summer resorts.
The idea is to give tourists access to the sites and activities they love the most and to encourage them to try
new things thanks to complementary offers included in the pass.
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COTEDAZUR-CARD® - How does it work?
Where to buy
The client buys their "COTEDAZUR-CARD®" either online at www.cotedazur-card.com or upon arriving on the
Côte d'Azur at one of the region's many sales points (over one hundred, including tourism offices, hotels,
etc.).
Unrivalled value for money:
An adult pass is worth the equivalent of almost €1,000!
A child pass is worth the equivalent of almost €560!
Upon purchasing a card, visitors will be given a catalogue of all activities and services offered: guided tours,
access to leisure parks and theme parks, entry to museums, rides aboard the little train, boat cruises, water
activities, gifts and practical information.
It's as easy as cherry-picking your own custom-made perfect holiday from the coast to the peaks.
Two packages are available:
A 3-day (consecutive) pass

A 6-day (consecutive) pass

Adult price: €39
Kids price (4-12): €21

115 activities
115 activities

Adult price: €54
Kids price (4-12): €29

115 activities
115 activities

Pass valid until 31 October 2014.
The pass is activated from the first time it is used.
www.cotedazur-card.com

"Sport and nature" activities included in the COTEDAZUR-CARD®
In the Alpes-Maritimes:
Cagnes-sur-Mer

Horse-riding

Entry to the Côte d’Azur racecourse: races and evening events.

Cannes

Walks/Nature discovery Route from Cannes to the Ile Saint-Honorat
Route from Cannes to the Ile Sainte-Marguerite

Cap d’Ail

By water

1 hour of kayaking or ½ hour of paddle boarding

Mandelieu-La Napoule By water

1 hour of canoeing/kayaking and 1 hour of paddle boarding

Monaco

Explore

Entry to the Monaco Oceanographic Museum

Saint-Laurent-du-Var

Have fun

Paddle boarding

Caille (Grasse region)
cave)

Adventure/Nature off the beaten track: Embark on an underground trail (via ferrata inside a

Puget-Théniers

Get some air

The Demoiselles de Castagnet via ferrata and equipment rental

Auron

Get moving
Have fun

Ski lifts (mountain bikes and hikers)
Admission to the Auron swimming-pool

Gréolières-Les-Neiges

Get some air

Tree-top trail
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La Moulière

Get moving

Ski lifts
Mountain-biking day pass
Access to the underground trail

Saint-Auban

Family fun

Pedal go-kart rentals
Trout fishing

Saint-Cézaire

Explore

Access to the Saint-Cézaire-sur-Siagne caves

Saint-Vallier-de-Thiey

Explore

Access to the Baume Obscure cave and treasure hunt

Isola

Have fun

Admission to the Aquavallée, the pool and the relaxation area
Archery
Access to the golf driving range

La Brigue (Roya Bévéra) Get some perspective
Have fun

Via Ferrata
Cross-country segway tour in the village

La Colmiane

Have fun
Get some air

Admission to the mini-golf course
Tree-top trail

Saint-Martin-Vésubie

Walk with wolves!

Entry to the Parc Alpha

Roquebillière

Get some air

Access to the biological swimming lake

Roubion

Get some air

Access to the via ferrata
Electric mountain bike available
Geocaching and GPS safari

Roure

Explore and wander

Entry to the Roure Arboretum
Walks through the arboretum

Sospel

Family fun

GPS treasure hunt

Tende

Get some air

Via Ferrata

Valberg

Get some air
Family fun

Access to the golf driving range
Entry to the swimming-pool
3 summer tobogganing runs

In the Var:
For the very first time, the CRT Côte d’Azur and Estérel Côte d’Azur have joined forces around a summer tourism
concept between the Var and the Alpes-Maritimes. Estérel Côte d’Azur is bringing its active operational support to this
trans-departmental project.
Agay

Family fun

18-hole mini-golf course in Cap Estel Village

Fréjus

Water sports

Snorkelling excursion with a biologist guide

Roquebrune-sur-Argens Water sports

Canoe trip leaving from the foot of the Rocher de Roquebrune boulder

Saint-Raphaël

90-minute boat cruise along Saint Raphael's rocky inlets

Explore
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Activities in the great outdoors at fantastic prices!
Outdoor nature activity service providers in the Alpes-Maritimes département that have been awarded the "Qualité
Tourisme" label are offering COTEDAZUR-Card cardholders some of their guided activities at a special rate of between
10 and 15% off standard prices.
Mat et Eau
Terres des Lacs
1001 sentiers
Imagin’air
Roya Evasion
Camp 4
Destination Nature
Soleyo
Montagnes Merveilles
Fun Trip
Taos Evasion
Odyssée Verticale
Les Pirogues
Marche ou Rêve
The Frog’s House
Mercantour Rando

10% off all white water activities
10% off all sports activities excluding horse-riding for groups of 4 or more
10% off courses and mountain-biking excursions
10% off all paragliding first flights
10% off family discovery canyoning and sports canyoning
10% off Roya half-day canoeing/rafting.
10% off all activities
10% off half-day canyoning descent activities in the Gorges du Loup
15% off all activities
10% off Nordic walking in the Alpes-Maritimes Natural Parks
12% off water excursions
10% off hiking excursions
10% off canyoning and via ferrata activities (full-day and half-day)
10% off all activities
20% off astronomy and nature walks
10% off hiking excursions (full-day)
10% off Mercantour hikes

Please note: full details of special rate offers will be available in the Catalogue at www.COTEDAZUR-Card.com

The Vibrez Vésubie Valdeblore Pass

The Vibrez Vésubie Valdeblore Pass is a practical, budget-friendly, multi-activity card brought to you by the
Alpes-Maritimes General Council, the Syndicat Mixte [mixed association] and the CRT Côte d’Azur, granting
access to 10 original leisure activities, some of which are available nowhere else in the département, as well
as a selection of sporting and cultural activities with reduced rates when you show your Pass to one of the
many "advantage partners".
Programme: Parc Alpha – Accrobranche tree-top trails – 2 Via Ferratas – Climbing – Downhill mountainbiking – Summer tobogganing – Mini-golf – Biological Lake Chairlift.
La Colmiane – Le Boréon – Roquebillière – Lantosque – Saint Martin-Vésubie.
Adult: 3-day pass: €30 (price without a pass: €84.40)
Kids:
3-day pass: €19 (price without a pass: €76)
www.cotedazur-tourisme.com - www.cg06.fr

6-day pass: €40
6-day pass: €24
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New in 2014 - Wildlife pass
Oceanographic Museum – The Monts d’Azur Reserve – Alpha Park
In a bid to protect local wildlife, the Alpes-Maritimes General Council has signed an agreement
with the Monaco Oceanographic Museum, the Monts d’Azur Reserve and the Alpha Park in Saint
Martin Vésubie.
This collaborative effort shows a sustainable commitment to protecting the Alpes-Maritimes' most
stunning and rarest wildlife species and to allowing the public to discover these wondrous
creatures in a protected environment adapted to suit their natural habitat and life cycles.
Visitors to these 3 sites will enjoy reduced rates.

@Alpha Park Saint Martin Vésubie – The Monts d’Azur Reserve in Thorenc – The Monaco Oceanographic Museum

Find out more in the press kit: Wildlife tourism.

Rates:
Exotic garden: Reduced rates when you show your entry ticket for any of these establishments:
With an Alpha Park ticket:
With an Exotic Garden ticket:
Adult Admission to the Exotic Garden: €5.50 (instead of €7.20)
Entry with an Adult Alpha ticket: €10 (instead of €12)
Kids Admission to the Exotic Garden: €2.70 (instead of €3.80)
Entry with a Kids Alpha ticket: €8 (instead of €10)
Oceanographic Museum: Reduced rates when you show your entry ticket for any of these establishments:
Oceanographic Museum:
Alpha Park:
Individual admission price Adult: €11.50 instead of €14
Individual admission price Adult: €10 instead of €12
Individual admission price Youth (13 to 18 years): €7.50 instead of €10
Individual admission price Kids (4 to 12 years): €5.50 instead of €7
Individual admission price Kids: €8 instead of €10
Free for under 4s.
Free for under 4s.
The Monts d’Azur Reserve: Reduced rates when you show your entry ticket for any of these establishments:
The Monts d’Azur Reserve:
Alpha Park:
Safari in a horse-drawn carriage. Adult: €16.50 instead of €18
Individual admission price Adult: €10 instead of €12
Safari in a horse-drawn carriage. Teenagers: €12.50 instead of €14
Individual admission price Kids: €8 instead of €10
Safari in a horse-drawn carriage. Kids: €8 instead of €9.50
Free for under 4s
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Free guides
The Randoxygènes collection and the Alpes-Maritimes by bike guides
The Alpes-Maritimes General Council and the CRT Côte d’Azur bring you a series of practical guides
available FREE to all those seeking to explore the Alpes-Maritimes through different sports and activities.
Discover the area through hiking, trail running, mountain-biking, horse-riding, canyoning, or through cleared
areas such as via ferratas, etc.
These guides are available from tourism offices.
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COTEDAZUR-Sport
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Côte d’Azur Sport & Nature
Trend - Trail running
Trail running is a sport that involves surpassing your limits in a heady combination of both physical exertion
and nature.
The sport is increasingly popular, and this quest for a challenge is illustrated by the ever-growing number of
participants who flock to attend trail running events. Thanks to extensive media coverage of some of the
most iconic trails around, this sport's image has also experienced something of a boost.
The Alpes-Maritimes is spoilt for choice when it comes to exceptional trails. For the past 3 years, the region
has boasted a "Station Trail" in Saint Martin Vésubie, as well as courses and a training schedule.

@Alpes-Maritimes General Council – Challenge Trail 06 @Vertical Kilometer – General Council 06

Saint-Martin-Vésubie: The Southern Alps' biggest trail running resort!
The first territory to be labelled by the French Athletics Federation and the Southern Alps' leading trail
running resort.

The Saint-Martin-Vésubie Trail running resort boasts:
13 trail running courses
270 km of 100% natural trails
5 Trail running classes (Vertical Km, grass trail, long and short loops, coast runs)
www.stationdetrail-vesubie.com
The Station de Trail® resort is a space that is 100% dedicated to trail running, offering courses and
equipment for beginners looking to learn and be helped as well as enthusiasts looking for a single area in
which to organise training courses or full weekends.

New for summer 2014 – Valberg Trail Running
The permanent running trails will be in place for summer 2014, with 3 cleared levels. Running courses are free
to access, with a marked departure point and course maps from the Parc des Sports.
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Trail running events in the Alpes-Maritimes
The Challenge Trail Nature 06 – From February to November.
Across a number of dates spread across the year, the Challenge Trail Nature 06 offers an array of races
open to different members of the public, allowing participants to unearth the hidden secrets of the region's
highlands.
In 2013, 4,200 runners took part, coming together in a display of endurance and solidarity with the
environment.
New in 2014: two new Handi Trail courses have been set up in Blausasc and Gorbio, the Escouissier to SaintAuban trail has been included and the "Grande Coursasse" in Cipières and the Monts d’Azur in Séranon
trails are back!
The challenges:

A +42 km Trail Challenge: 6 courses, 5 open courses.
A 21-41 km Nature Challenge: 7 courses.
A 10-20 km Discovery Challenge: 7 courses.

3 Handitrail challenges:

The Limaces Handi Trail: 9.6 km with 380 m elevation gain;
The Alpes-Maritimes Handi Trail: 10 km with 500 m elevation gain;
The Gorbio Handi Trail: 9.5 km with 580 m elevation gain;
This challenge is an optional extra within the Challenge Trail Nature 06.
Bonus challenge: the Vertical Kilometre (4.4 km with 1,150m elevation gain) on Saturday 21 June 2014 over
the Trail de la Vésubie weekend held on 21 and 22 June 2014
A vertical kilometre is a race during which competitors must cover at least 1,000 m elevation gain across the
smallest distance possible. The Saint-Martin-Vésubie vertical kilometre is unique in the Alpes-Maritimes. As
well as it being the site of this VK competition, the route is also part of the municipality's Station de Trail® and
is one of the training stations there. In 2013, the event welcomed France's very first vertical kilometre
championships. The race takes place over an uphill route that stretches from the heart of the village to the
top of the Palu peak (2,250m), taking runners on a journey through forests and rocky landscapes before
finishing in a pretty sloped prairie, where the sweeping view stretches from the coast to the tip of Mount
Argentera in Italy, soaring 3,297 m overhead.
The Trail de la Vésubie - 21 - 22 June 2014: The first regional trail running championship with 2 sporting events
held over the weekend in Vésubie: the Vertical Kilometre, followed the next day by 2 trail running races.

Randoxygène guide
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Côte d’Azur Sport & Nature
The craze taking the 21st century by storm – Trail running
According to a survey recently carried out by the French Athletics Federation, France is home to 8.5 million
runners, meaning 18% of the population, with 77% choosing to run alone. They are mainly motivated by
improving their fitness levels and getting healthy. According to federation president Bernard Amsallem, this
surge in popularity is "the 21st century's ultimate trend".
It has to be said that the Côte d’Azur is a region that is perfect for this sport. Throughout the year, whether
by the sea or in the mountains, runners can enjoy pleasant conditions thanks notably to ideal weather
conditions from January to December.

@CRT Côte d’Azur - La Course du Trophée – La Turbie

From a gentle jog by the seashore to gruelling races, the Côte d’Azur offers a number of different
landscapes within which to combine sport and leisure amidst the unspoilt countryside of the mountains and
sea.
In the city and the suburbs, key events await...
These sporting events feature on international calendars and are open to runners seeking to surpass their
limits and take part in fantastic events all year round on the Côte d’Azur.
Marathon and half marathon
The Côte d’Azur is home to two big events: the Nice international half marathon in April and the NiceCannes marathon in November.
Nice – Monaco: run under the sun. Established in 1905, this half marathon hugs the Mediterranean coast
every February. Winter sun on the Côte d’Azur
Triathlon
The Nice Triathlon is a must-see event held every September: From the Bay of Angels and the Col d’Eze by
bike to the Promenade des Anglais, this endurance competition is one of Nice's biggest sporting events.

The IronMan takes place in Nice every June, and locals will be celebrating its 10th anniversary in 2014!
This sports event is designed for confident sports enthusiasts and is one of two French IronMan competitions.
Competitors swim and bike across 226 km spread over 17 municipalities in the Nice and Grasse inland areas,
ending on foot on the Promenade des Anglais. Close to 2,400 participants.
Cinema news: Niels Tavernier has released the "De toutes nos forces" film he filmed during the Nice IronMan
in 2013.Trailer: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3cqWKqP498
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Côte d’Azur Sport & Nature
Nordic walking and hiking
Nordic walking is a more rigorous take on hiking, and is one of the sports and leisure activities developed by
the French Athletics Federation.
The Côte d’Azur is the perfect location for a spot of Nordic walking, especially in the autumn/winter period
as the seaside offers ideal weather conditions. Training site from which to embark on Théoule-sur-mer to
Menton routes:
Hiking is the easiest way to get back to basics and commune with nature, whether alone or with the family,
no matter what your fitness level.
A peaceful moment in time in which to connect with your surroundings, taking in the flora and fauna that
inhabit the local countryside.
From the Alps to the sparkling sea, the Côte d’Azur is jam-packed with over 6,000 km of cleared, maintained
trails and paths, most of which are listed in the Randoxygène guides available free of charge from AlpesMaritimes tourism offices.
Hiking in the Alpes-Maritimes - Speeding past capes and islands via perched villages in the midlands and
mountain peaks in the Pre-Alps, the Alpes-Maritimes offers stunning diversity and a range of landscapes that
grant hiking enthusiasts access to an incredible array of routes in which to indulge.
A few figures
300
Number of days of sun per year
120 km
of coastline, 40 of which are beaches
175,000
hectares of forest
7GR

6,000 km
4,300 km2
1,000 km
120

of hiking trails and routes
of contrasting landscapes
of rivers and streams
perched villages

Randoxygène guides

The Alpes Maritimes Department Committee of Hiking and Walking
The Committee represents the French Hiking Federation on a local level, and is made up of over 75 hiking
clubs from around thirty towns and villages in the Alpes-Maritimes, with over 4,000 licensed hikers who enjoy
hiking around approximately 6,500 km of paths and trails.
Its aim is to expand hiking activities across the region, promoting it as both a sports activity and a way to
explore and protect the environment, tourism and leisure.
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Côte d’Azur Sport & Nature
Cycle tourism and biking around the Côte d’Azur?
With the sea, sun and peaks on your doorstep, there's
every reason to get pedalling.
Do the Alpes-Maritimes by bike

The Alpes-Maritimes is seeking to position itself as a key cycle tourism destination. In light of this, local
authorities and stakeholders in the Côte d’Azur tourism sector are working towards creating a coherent
collection of biking products across the entire département.
The unique appeal of the Alpes-Maritimes lies in the fact that cycle tourism enthusiasts can use their trip to
combine medium elevation mountain courses with crossings of legendary passes before ending their
experience on the Mediterranean seashore.
The range of options on offer on the Côte d’Azur is something special: excursions to picturesque villages or
mountain resorts and the chance to explore wildly varying landscapes from valleys to the Mediterranean
coast.
Visitors can enjoy coaching from guides, packages that combine cycling with fine dining, training sessions,
and a whole host of variations brought to you by specialised agencies.

Biking circuits: Do the Alpes-Maritimes by bike

With over 20 cleared cycling routes across the Alpes-Maritimes département, the trails and paths allow
visitors to enjoy a spot of sport while exploring the villages and landscapes of the Côte d'Azur.
Close to 1,400 km of cycle paths are on hand to meet all tourism and sporting needs, for all visitor profiles from families and professional cyclists to tourists alike.
These 20 routes are listed in two brand-new maps: "The Alpes-Maritimes by Bike" – Les Alpes-Maritimes à
Vélo !
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The map of cycle tourism circuits details the following routes:
-

"Tourism circuits":
 Between Var and Estéron
 La Route des Clues
 High plateau circuit
 The Estéron heights
 The Levens circuits: from sculpture to sculpture

-

"Sport circuits":
 Via sportiva from sea to forts
 The Turini bends
 The Roya Bévéra great loop
 Variations around Guillaumes
 Exploring the Gorges Rouges
 The Madone challenge

-

Tours




The Grand Tour Alpi Maritimes- Mercantour: the route covers the greatest passes for
an exceptional itinerary in the heart of the Southern Alps - perfect for sporty visitors
(360 km in 5 days)
The Grand Tour des Préalpes d’Azur: a 6-day tourist course crossing through the Parc
Naturel Régional des Préalpes d’Azur park and the limestone high plateaux of alpine
Provence as well as the heights overlooking the Mediterranean (265 km in 6 days).

Our picks!
The Boucles d’Azur Pugétoises circuits, departing from Puget Théniers: 25 circuits/loops offering elevation
gain at 0 to 20% difficulty. Further information: Maison de Pays Provence Val d’Azur – Tel.: +33(0)4 93 05 05 05
The Family Cycle Map encompasses 7 itineraries with low elevation gain for fun family rides:
. In the western plains (90 minutes in the Caille plain).
. La Villeneuvoise: discover the greenest of the "blue" municipalities (2 hours to explore
the many faces of Villeneuve-Loubet).
. Along the Var, around the Le Broc lake (90-minute circuits for younger cyclists!)
. The Brigasque trail to explore La Brigue's heritage at the gateway to the Mercantour,
at 800 m of altitude. (90 minutes, to learn more about local history and enjoy stunning
views)
. The Marmottes trail, itinerary departing from Valberg (2 hours to explore the 'Family
Plus' labelled mountain resort.
. The Littorale, skimming the coast (90 minutes from Port Lympia to the Bay of Angels
marina).
. La Valmasque, the perfect place to kick back and relax, tucked between Valbonne
and Mougins in the Valmasque Departmental Park (2 hours).
Our picks! 2 itineraries to get the most out of the seaside.
"The coast". Departing from either Nice or Villeneuve Loubet, this cycle path stretches over more than 15
km, hugging the Mediterranean shores and coast. The coastline is part of the "Eurovélo 8" and the "Route de
la Méditerranée". Upon completion, the 5,388 km European cycle route aims to link southern Spain and
Cyprus via France, Monaco, Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia, Montenegro, Albania and Greece.
"La Villeneuvoise". Departing from the seashore, this circuit is accessible to all, allowing visitors to discover
the different sides of Villeneuve Loubet and particularly the Loup, leading to the Rives du Loup Natural
departmental Park.
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The Alpes-Maritimes General Council has already put together around twenty different cycle circuits and
itineraries of varying difficulty levels, suitable for all members of the public (families, cycle tourists and sports
enthusiasts).
These 20 itineraries account for over 1,400 km of cycle circuits and itineraries spread throughout
approximately one hundred Alpes-Maritimes municipalities.

Roam free – the Route des Grandes Alpes
The Route des Grandes Alpes is one of Europe's most beautiful tours.
700 km of mountain roads are dotted with 17 of the French Alps' most beautiful passes.
In the Alpes-Maritimes, several itineraries are available, including a 2-day circuit leaving from Nice called
"Between Sea and Fortifications in the Alpes-Maritimes".
A stunning 2-day adventure in Nice's inland area, with spectacular views of the sea and mountains.
Discover the full line-up of the Grande Traversée des Alpes activities at:
http://www.moveyouralps.com/fr/idees-sejours

Current events on the Côte d’Azur - Tour de France 2014

Established in 1903, the Tour de France is a 3-week race held in July featuring the very best cyclists, and is
the world's third biggest sporting event.
Between 20 and 22 teams each boasting 9 cyclists race across France and sometimes neighbouring
countries in the 20-stage race measuring a total distance of close to 3,500 km.
12 million spectators of all ages gather along the road sides to egg on the cyclists and celebrate alongside
the famous Advertising Caravan.
3.5 million viewers follow the race on televisions in 190 countries.

The Côte d’Azur : Official Training Camp of the Etape du Tour

Thanks to the partnership between the CRT Côte d’Azur and A.S.O. /Amaury Sport Organisation, the Côte
d’Azur has positioned itself as the Etape du Tour's official training ground until 2015. In light of this, a Côte
d’Azur stand will be set up at the entrance to the Village, ready to welcome the 10,000 cyclists expected to
attend on the 18 and 19 July 2014.
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Mountain-biking – The Côte d’Azur, getting pulses racing!
A network of 2,000 km of circuits have been cleared in this region of mountains and mid mountain
ranges. From downhill races to relaxed family rides, mountain-biking offers a variety of different
experiences and styles for bikers of all ages to enjoy.

Randoxygène guide

30 circuits are available for mountain-biking enthusiasts to explore in the Alpes-Maritimes' various
mountain ranges. These tours have been developed based on technical criteria that allow the
general public to get involved. Most of the itineraries use back roads, forest or field paths and
bridle paths.

@CRT Côte d’Azur
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Calendar
Event – La Transvésubienne - From 31 May to 1 June 2014
Established in 1988, La Transvésubienne is part of the French Cycling Federation's annual calendar. This year
is the 21st edition of Europe's most iconic mountain-biking races. Its route stretches over 85 km with elevation
gain of 3,000 m and elevation loss of 4,000 m. Participants will embark on a gruelling 9 hours before they
reach the finish line. 1,000 competitors, the majority of whom are French, are expected to take part in the
event.
This year, the Fête du Vélo weekend biking celebrations are set to be particularly exciting in our
département, and more specifically in the Vésubie Valley. On Sunday 1 June, 700 athletes will yet again
throw themselves into the tantalising adventure that is La Transvésubienne - and on Saturday 31 May,
around 500 outdoor sports enthusiasts will face a new challenge in the open mountain-biking race that is
the Rando-Vésubienne VTT.
Experience fun and laughter, nature up close, respect for the environment and the joys of cycling with
family and friends along selected routes suitable for all levels in this fantastic event designed for fans of
leisure mountain-biking. The challenge will also be good practice for the La Transvésubienne cyclists and
their teams.
The Rando-Vésubienne is open to all cyclists aged 12 and over, with helmets and gloves compulsory. All
mountain bikes, both full suspension and otherwise, may take part.

@CRT Côte d’Azur/Roubion VAE/Family fun

Train on FFC-Mountain-biking grounds
Mountain-biking grounds that have been awarded the federal "VTT-FFC site" label are at your disposal,
bringing you the opportunity to cruise in peace and freedom on a journey to discover our exceptional
region!
A few key figures:
•100 km of cleared and well-maintained paths and trails, ranked according to 4 difficulty levels
•A reception point
•A panoramic illustration of the circuits
•Circuit departure signs
•An itinerary map
•A mountain bike cleaning point
•A tool kit for small repairs

In the region's midlands and highlands, 5 VTT-FFC spaces have been awarded the label:
Tende/La Brigue: 20 itineraries of all levels, 382 km of cleared paths; mountain bike rentals. Between France
and Italy along the edges of the Mercantour National Park and the Vallée des Merveilles valley, roads,
paths and single tracks wind their way up to the peaks, offering breath-taking views across forests and
luscious vales. Meet chamois, marmots and birds of all types along the way.www.vtt-haute-roya.com
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Sospel/Peille: Featuring 19 itinerary circuits of all levels and 332 km of cleared paths, the Sospel/Peille
mountain-biking area is a space labelled by the French Cycling Federation (FFC) and is entirely devoted to
mountain-biking. Perched in the mountains a stone's throw from the sea, this area is home to downhill
champions Nicolas VOUILLOZ and Fabien BAREL as well as cross-country world junior champion Nicolas
FILIPPI. Map of all itineraries available from the Sospel tourism office or Peille town hall. Reception point:
Sospel tourism office.www.sospelvtt.com
La Colmiane: 19 paths across 217 km of cleared circuits in the Valdeblore and Mollières in the Mercantour
National Park. Adrenaline junkies will love the Nicolas Vouilloz downhill slope, and beginners can also try
their luck on a special downhill slope serviced by a chairlift.www.colmiane.com
Levens: The municipality of Levens and the Nice Côte d'Azur metropolitan area bring you five mountainbiking itineraries. The first two, "Le Sargier" and "L'Arpasse", are located in the Mont Arpasse sector, with
departure points in La Cumba. The other three, "Le Col du Dragon", "Le Férion" and "Le tour du Férion" are
located in the Mont Férion sector, with departure points in the Grand Pré de Levens. These circuits are
designed for experienced mountain bikers. Map showing the available itineraries.www.levenstourisme.com
Peille: Located just 20 minutes away from Nice, come and explore the Pays des Paillons mountain-biking
area! Kick start your adventure alone or as a family, choosing either a relaxing wander or a more technical
excursion, across a network of 20 routes stretching over close to 265 km. Vast, sweeping landscapes, a
diverse range of different views and the sheer wealth of natural and urban spaces, both rural and
mountainous, combine to inspire, relax and enchant.

Downhill mountain-biking - Key mountain-biking spots in the Alpes-Maritimes:
Auron/St-Etienne-de-Tinée: With its 1,120 m elevation gain and loss, Auron/St-Étienne de Tinée offers over
60 km of downhill slopes and 18 circuits for all levels. The mountain-biking area is serviced by 3 ski lifts
including a slow boarding chairlift.www.auron.com
Summer 2014:
New Isola 2000: New mountain-biking slope (blue), offering 10 km of cleared paths.
New in Auron - Electric mountain bike rental
Mountain-biking - Auron pack:
1 night in a 3-star hotel (incl. breakfast) / 2-day passes for the ski lift from €74 per person www.auron.com
Roubion: The resort boasts 12 downhill slopes and bike park modules.
A "soft" version. Mountain-biking enthusiasts and fans are treated to a multitude of cleared paths and trails
departing from the village, the Col de Couillole pass or via the Buisses resort chairlift. Green and blue slopes.
"Hardcore version": in the footsteps of champions. Featuring a downhill mountain-biking space, Roubion
allows visitors to enjoy downhill, endurance, cross-country or excursion biking. Slopes for all levels (blue, red
and black) are serviced by a chairlift.

@Roubion Tourism Office - VTT Juliana – Modèle Roubion
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Electric assistance mountain bike: The Roubion Resort has electric mountain bikes available to help visitors
explore Mercantour's landscapes and secrets via trails and forest roads.
Roubion boasts 14 downhill slopes as well as new leisure trails for the whole family to enjoy.
A "softcore" version. Mountain-biking enthusiasts and fans are treated to a multitude of cleared paths and
trails departing from the village, the Col de Couillole pass or via the Buisses resort chairlift. Green and blue
slopes. Around ten excursion circuits of 3 to 24 km.www.roubion.com
L’Audibergue: 12 downhill slopes for all levels serviced by a chairlift. Pristine, highly technical slopes.
www.ville-caille.net

VTT tour
The Alps and sea by bike
A network of itineraries of over 2,000 km to meet the needs of all visitors: from simple trails off the beaten
path to unique and complex passes for more experienced bikers. All routes are signposted using
international signs, allowing visitors to travel between France and Italy without losing their way.
Qualified guide services are available to help tourists make the most of everything the region has to offer
and its most spectacular views, as are specific transport services designed to provide visitors with access to
accommodation that offers all suitable commodities and facilities. Before embarking on a trip, cyclists are
advised to research the route's characteristics and signposting in order to ensure they are equipped with all
useful information in the event that they need help, and to make sure they check the weather forecast.
www.alpidelmareinbici.it

The Chemins du Soleil trails
The Chemins du Soleil trails snake through the Thonon-les-Bains Prealps, ending in spectacular style in the
Alpes-Maritimes. Close to 800 km of cleared and labelled biking paths link Lake Léman to Nice, with two
total wilderness itineraries available:
from the Rhône valley to the southern Alps (Valence - Gap - Sisteron - Digne-les-Bains - Nice).
from Vercors to Provence (Grenoble - Sisteron - Digne-les-Bains - Nice).
A total of 1,000 km of perfectly cleared paths immerse visitors in the mountain range's stunning natural and
cultural diversity.
The itineraries are fun and dotted with accommodation, and can be researched in depth on the website or
in topographical guides. A luggage transport and accommodation booking service is also available.
Labelled by the French Cycling Federation (FFC), this epic, beautiful mountain-biking excursion usually takes
between 5 to 7 days, with a rest in between. Although it may look challenging, fans of a more relaxed
experience shouldn't be put off, as the itinerary is punctuated by accommodation that will allow you to
complete the course in several goes, thus taking your time to explore a surprising area, as well as its
inhabitants, landscapes and heritage at a more manageable pace.
Contact: Grande Traversée des Alpes – www.grande-traversee-des-alpes.com
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Outdoor – Alpine activities in the great outdoors

@Fun trip/CRT Côte d’Azur/CG06

Departing from picturesque little villages, fun and relaxation amidst breath-taking scenery await in the heart
of the Valleys. Peaks, rivers, winding little paths, caves and lakes... The Côte d’Azur abounds with hidden
treasures that professional service providers can help visitors unearth via a variety of different activities, from
canyoning, the via ferratas, and a diverse range of themed hikes.

The Randoxygène guides
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White water activities
Rafting, canoeing/rafting, kayaking/rafting, hot dog sessions, mini rafts, airboats, hydrospeed, without
forgetting white water swimming!

Canyoning
Jumps, runs, rappelling and toboggans... Canyoning gets your pulse racing in an exceptional environment,
amidst crystal-clear pools and frothy waterfalls. The Alpes-Maritimes midlands and highlands are home to 30
of the 70 classified sites that stand out for their technical difficulty and spectacular surroundings.
Emerald waters, unspoilt nature, a qualified guide, and much more await for your next holidays.
Our family picks - Roquebilière: Nestled deep in the heart of the mountains, the biological swimming lake is
open in the summer.
Open every day from 10am to 8pm until 15 September 2014. Prices: €5, €1 (children under 12), €2 (reduced rate).

@Roquebilière Tourism Office

Via Ferrata
Especially for adrenaline junkies! These climbing routes are equipped with embedded rungs, gangways
allowing visitors to complete exceptional climbs up rocky cliffs and walls in total security.
Securely attached in the heart of dizzying landscapes, embark on descents similar to those carried out by
experienced mountaineers.
Get some perspective thanks to the 7 via ferratas of the Alpes-Maritimes département, and combine
adventure, nature and adrenaline.
Based on the famous Italian Dolomite railways, these athletic circuits are equipped with cables, ramps,
footbridges and integrated rungs, offering "dizzying hikes" for visitors kitted out with harnesses, tethers and
helmets for an aerial whirlwind tour of La Colmiane, Tende, Auron, Peille, La Brigue, Puget-Théniers,
Lantosque and Roubion. The walls and cliffs form a rocky bastion resulting in an imposing, breath-taking
descent via the peaks.
• Via Ferrata in La Brigue
www.labrigue-tourisme.org
• Via Ferrata "Escale à Peille"
www.peille.free.fr
• Via Ferrata in Tende*
www.tendemerveilles.com
• Via Ferrata from the Baus de la Frema to La Colmiane
www.colmiane.com
• Via Ferrata "Les Demoiselles du Castagnet" to Puget-Théniers* www.provence-val-dazur.com
• Via Ferrata "Les Canyons de Lantosque"
www.via-lantosque.fr
• Via Ferrata in Roubion*
www.roubion.com
*Included in the
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Climbing and mountain climbing
From little sun-baked cliffs to the imposing walls of the Mercantour range, the Alpes-Maritimes boasts a huge
variety of different itineraries. The diversity of the mountain ranges enable visitors to enjoy courses of all
levels depending on the season. Guaranteed to get your heart pounding!
Below is a selection of must-see sites...
The stunning mountain climbing sites and adventure grounds in the Mercantour National Park (summer): La
Cougourde (2,912 m), the Caires de la Madone des Fenestre (2,413 m), the Gélas peak (3,143 m).
A wide range of different routes designed for beginners, training and performance in the limestone Prealps
of Grasse and the Estéron and particularly the Baou de Saint-Jeannet.
Our picks - Saint Martin Vésubie – Le Boréon: Climbing wall
Unique in its kind in the Southern Alps, this climbing wall is France's second largest!
First opened to the public in February 2012, this artificial climbing wall measures 15 metres high and can be
enjoyed from all 6 sides as well as being convertible depending on the season to offer visitors a wide range
of different uses, whether for classic climbing or ice climbing.
A secure area is available to relax and have fun while you practice, or for more intensive sessions.
The structure has been designed to be accessible to as many visitors as possible for safe, guided use.
Prices: (*) material supplied except for climbing shoes
2 guided climbs: €4*
30-minute guided session: €8*
30-minute guided group session for a minimum of 10 participants: €7*
2 hours of independent use: €8*
2-hour independent group session for a minimum of 10 participants: €5
Independent use seasonal pass: €50 Independent use seasonal pass for FFME clubs: €40

Caving
The Alpes-Maritimes is jam-packed with limestone mountains and underground cavities just waiting to be
explored, from the Plateau de Caussols and the Audibergue mountain to the Cheiron and the plateaux of
Saint-Cézaire (Grasse Prealps).
At Roya Bévéra, the abysses of the Massif du Marguareis range, which owe their reputation to the
adventures of Michel Siffre, are renowned in the world of competitive caving. An unspoilt mountain range
and technically complex abysses - beginners beware!
Our picks - off the beaten path: Via Souterrata de Caille
As the very first underground via ferrata, this route allows visitors to delve into the world of caving via two
cleared sinkholes in the Moulière park. Nestled at the foot of the Audibergue mountain, a southern
limestone fortification in the Prealps, the site is home to a significant number of cavities and displays relief
that is typical of karst – www.lou-pais.com

@Lou Pais

Up in the air
The Alpes-Maritimes is a year-round haven of airborne activities (paragliding, hang-gliding, speed riding,
speed flying, kiting, snowkiting). The département is home to some of the most stunning hang-gliding sites.
The area's exceptional weather conditions created by its fantastic location between mountains and sea
make it a must-see sporting space, from the internationally-renowned Roquebrune-Cap Martin in the winter
to the sites around the Mercantour National Park all year round.
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Fishing
With 97% of its rivers (1,200 km) classified as Category 1, the Alpes-Maritimes midlands and highlands are
perfect for sport and technical fishing enthusiasts. Visitors will also enjoy exploring the many mountain lakes
and bodies of water.
Fishing seasons in the Alpes-Maritimes are strictly as follows:
For mountain rivers: from 10 March to 16 September 2012
For mountain lakes (above 1,800 m): from 7 July to 16 September 2012
The fishing season around Boréon, Breil-sur-Roya Lake, Mesches Lake and Thorenc Lake is extended by 3
weeks (7 October 2012).
In the Mercantour National Park, fish regularly spawn in almost all of the lakes (Vens, Millefonds, Merveilles
lakes, etc.), as well as Breil-sur-Roya Lake, the snow lake in Isola and Thorenc Lake. Boréon Lake in St-MartinVésubie offers a regulated 5 km sport fishing lake as well as beginner fly-fishing lessons and all kinds of
technique lessons. Clos de Maty Lake in Valberg hosts trout fishing competitions.
The Roya-Bévéra valley is rich in brown trout, eel and crayfish (check the prefectoral order for information
on season openings).

Our favourite!
Segway rides in La Brigue
A fuss-free approach to segway riding which visitors can also enjoy on the Promenade des Anglais. Visitors
can explore the village of La Brigue via cross-country segway.

@Le Mirval

Multiple activities in Saint Auban: Terres des Lacs

@Terres des Lacs

Terre des Lacs is the municipality of Saint-Auban's ecotourism park. Nestled at the foot of Saint-Auban
village in the Grasse highlands.
Enjoy:
• Activities: descents down the canyons of the Esteron, tree-top trails, climbing, horse-riding, trout fishing,
mountain-biking, hikes, snowshoe trekking, etc.
• Accommodation to suit all needs, from single travellers to couples, families or groups, with full board or
half board options available.
• The La Source restaurant, tucked away in the park with views across the 2 stunning lakes and the valley,
renowned in the region for its spectacular sunsets.
• Its close proximity to the Monts d’Azur Reserve. www.terredeslacs.com
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Outdoor - Outdoor activities by the sea

Inspiring and sensual, the Mediterranean landscapes are unique and sumptuous - from the red rock of the
Estérel to the glistening peaks of the Riviera. Along the seashore, a variety of different activities are
available.

Water activities: The Côte d’Azur's beaches offer a number of year-round activities from the nautical
centres and bases that dot the seafront: Sailing, deep sea diving, golf, cycling, sea scooters, sea fishing,
snorkelling, and much, much more.
Choose from a range of different activities to experience the region to the full.

Water activities:

sailing, windsurfing, kite surfing, rowing, kayaking, sea fishing, water skiing, motor

boating as well as fly-fishing, inflatable beds, inflatable rings, parasailing (Antibes, Nice, Cannes, etc.),
tubing (Cap d’Ail, Cannes, Mandelieu, Nice, etc.), water skiing (Nice, Mandelieu, Villeneuve loubet, etc.),
jet skiing (Nice, Cannes, Antibes, Cap d’Ail, etc.), stand-up paddle boarding (Villeneuve Loubet, Cannes,
Théoule sur Mer), and across the Côte d’Azur: Parasailing, jet skiing, stand-up paddle boarding, flyboarding,
wakeboarding (Menton), etc.

Diving: the coast boasts a number of diving centres giving visitors access to the Mediterranean sea beds.
New in 2014 – Saint Jean Cap Ferrat – Underwater trail
Available from the beginning of the 2014 summer season. A spectacular way of discovering the flora and
fauna of the Mediterranean in one of the most unspoilt sites on the Côte d’Azur. Underwater trails are now
frequently used as an environmental education tools. The concept stems from sea watching, which involves
watching and observing the underwater world for non-predatory purposes. The first underwater trail was
created by the Port Cros National Park in 1979.
The trail departs from Fossettes Beach and can be completed at the water's surface by anyone who knows
how to swim and use a mask and snorkel! 5 observation points (look for buoys numbered 1 to 5) have been
set up along a 200 metre route, and are fitted with underwater explanatory signs.
Aquatic explorers can discover different biotopes at depths of between 0 and 3 metres: sandy beds,
Posidonia meadows and little rocky sea floors where salema porgy, white seabream, red mullet, starfish and
sea urchins come out to play. Experience a real open-air aquarium!
Please note: the underwater trail is open in the summer season and is located in an area reserved for
swimming only where all fishing is prohibited. The trail can be explored within normal swimming hours.
Information - Saint Jean Cap Ferrat Tourism Office – Tel.: +33(0)4 93 76 08 90
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Sea cruises
Fun, refreshing and breathtakingly beautiful, the Mediterranean Sea deserves respect in return for its many
gifts. A great many marine activities are available on the Côte d’Azur, allowing each and every visitor to
gain a fresh perspective of the sea and the secret lives of its hidden inhabitants.
An intensive awareness-building campaign has been launched, spreading the word via events and
activities, the most popular of which are cetacean-watching trips. It is said that close to 50,000 cetaceans
live along the Mediterranean coast, from dolphins and pilot whales to sperm whales, rorquals and other
small whales.
Close encounters with these animals in their natural habitat are magical moments and a great privilege.

Saint Jean Cap Ferrat - SOS Grand Bleu

@SOS Grand Bleu/Le Santo Sospir

The SOS Grand Bleu Association offers visitors the chance to sail the seas as in times gone by aboard the
"Santo Sospir" training vessel on a dolphin- and whale-watching expedition.
Open from April to early November, these sea excursions can be booked by the day or half-day. Private
event group bookings are also accepted.
Association SOS Grand Bleu - Saint Jean Cap Ferrat - Tel.: +33(0)4 93 76 17 61 - gb@sosgrandbleu.asso.fr
Villefranche sur Mer - Meet dolphins and whales
Various service providers offer cruises departing from Villefranche-sur-Mer to see marine mammals. Dolphins
abound in the Mediterranean, and are sure to display their hospitality with a stunning aquatic
performance...
www.dauphin-mediterranee.com
www.amv-sirenes.com
Villefranche sea charters
Cruises 40 km away from the coast to see Mediterranean marine mammals (Pélago sanctuary): sea cruises
with commentary given by a qualified scientist.
Tel.: +33(0)4 93 76 65 65 - www.amv-sirenes.com
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Leisure sports
Leisure sports lie at the heart of the Côte d’Azur's history. Throughout the year, visitors can try their
hand at these sporting activities or attend the most prestigious competitions held on the Côte
d’Azur.

@Mandellieu/Antibes/Cannes

Sailing
Since the beginning of time, the Mediterranean has been home to the most stunning of sail boats moored
within the Côte d’Azur's historic ports. Today, some of the most beautiful nautical demonstrations take place
along the Côte d’Azur's coasts.
May
June

Mandelieu - Fête du Nautisme
Monaco - Luxury sailing – "The rendez-vous in Monaco"
Antibes - Les Voiles d’Antibes

July

Monaco - The Solar Monte Carlo Cup – Boats propelled forward by solar energy will take part
in a 2-day competition for the 1st fully eco-friendly boat championship.

September

Cannes - The International Boat Show takes over the Cannes quays.
Cannes - The Royal Regattas – Panerai Trophy with over 150 of the world's most spectacular
sail boats.
Nice - The Nice Regatta – Pasqui Trophy
Monaco - The Monaco Yacht Show

Did you know?
Located in La Darse port in Villefranche sur Mer, the "Chantier Naval Pasqui" shipyard specialises in restoring
old boats and building wooden sail boats, and carries out work on special boats: Tuiga, Zaca, etc. Hulls and
masts (up to 46 metres) are also taken care of here, as is interior woodwork. There are only around ten other
companies in Europe with the expertise to carry out this kind of work.
The Chantier Naval Pasqui's other specialist area is restoring Rivas, the famous Italian mahogany motorboats
from the 1950s. The company was awarded the Carlo Riva trophy in 2000 for one of its restorations. This is the
only time a French shipyard has ever won this title that is generally awarded to Italian shipyards.
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Horse-riding
Key events:
The Jumping International de Cannes (June)
Mediterranean & Arab Countries Arabian Horse Championship in Menton (July)
Jumping International de Monte Carlo (June)
The Monte Carlo Polo World Cup of Monaco
The Equita 06 horse show in Cagnes sur Mer

Summer race meeting in Cagnes sur Mer

@CRT Côte d’Azur – Cannes Racecourse – SEMEC – General Council

Golf
According to the French Golf Federation, there are 65 million golfers in the world, with France home to
around 2 million golfers of which almost 414,000 are licensed golfers.
The return of Golf to the Olympic Games 2016 will serve to promote this sport that is experiencing a growing
number of younger players - a phenomenon that has been on the rise since 2008 according to the French
Golf Federation. The Côte d’Azur has historically been the ultimate golfing destination. Established in 1891,
the Old Course in Mandelieu was the starting point for a wonderful story that continues to evolve today.
The region's offer is structured as follows:
20 golf clubs for 20 different golf courses including:
10 18-hole courses
3 9-hole compact courses
3 driving ranges
Mountain golf courses in Valberg, Auron.

6 9-hole courses
1 6-hole rural courses

Renowned architects are behind some of the 18-hole courses: Donald Harradine, Robert Trent Jones Junior
and Senior, Robert Van Hagge, names that serve as marks of quality in the eyes of golfers around the world.
These courses are open all year round, welcoming golfers into exceptional sites that often bear the marks of
a past that is closely tied to the history of the Côte d’Azur.
Competitions are open to beginners and competitive players alike.
Press kit: Golf courses on the Côte d’Azur
Our picks – Beginners' Golf in the Heart of Grasse – Golf in the city
No need to venture out to the green to learn the basics of golf!
In collaboration with the city of Grasse and the PACA league of the French Golf Federation, the Les
Amoureux du Vieux Grasse association brings you the opportunity to play golf for free in the heart of Grasse
town centre.
FRIDAY 25 JULY AND MONDAY 18 AUGUST FROM 8PM TO 10PM – Grasse - COURS HONORE CRESP
Free entry - Book at the door, no prior registration required - More information at +33(0)6 63 71 54 62
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Tennis
Tourist season on the Côte d’Azur opens in April with the Monte-Carlo Rolex Masters, marking the beginning
of a line-up of prestigious events that take place on the Riviera. Established in 1906, this international
tournament acquired ATP World Tour Master 1000 status in 2009, and is one of the 9 most reputable
tournaments of the season, following closely behind the 4 Grand Slams.
The City of Nice hosts the Nice Côte d’Azur Tennis Open a few weeks later (5 th edition in May 2014) on clay
courts.

Automobile sports
Among the Côte d’Azur's most prestigious events is the Monaco Formula 1 Grand Prix that takes place in
May.
A key race is also held in the winter (January): the Monte Carlo Rally, crossing through the legendary Col de
Turini pass, and the Andros Trophy with a stage that passes through the Isola 2000 ice circuit.

Bowls
Small and large bowls playing grounds are scattered throughout the Côte d’Azur.
A place of bonding and conviviality between young and old, tourists and locals, the grounds come alive,
transforming into colourful vignettes of days gone by, as images of Yves Montand and his friends at the
Place aux boules in Saint Paul de Vence or Henri Salvadore at the Place de l’Etang in Cannes spring to
mind, men clad in white in an intriguing combination of refined elegance and popular sport!
Every July, the Côte d’Azur hosts the Europétanque-Conseil général 06 in Nice, drawing in crowds of around
50,000 who flock to see the international stars of the bowls world.
The Championnat du Monde de Boules Carrées [World Championship of Square Bowls] takes place every
summer in the narrow streets of upper Cagnes sur Mer.

Line Renaud in Saint-Paul de Vence – Saint-Paul de Vence Tourism Office – Photo: Jacques Gomot
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Côte d’Azur Snow
Hit the slopes on the Côte d’Azur!
Skiing on the Côte d’Azur is the region's best kept secret, and might just be one of the most stylish and
elegant aspects of the legendary Riviera. Less than 90 minutes away from the coast, 3 international ski
resorts open their doors to visitors: Isola 2000, Auron and Valberg, without forgetting the 13 other smaller
resorts (including 6 Village Resorts in the southern Alps), offering the ultimate experience of gazing down at
the Mediterranean from high in the peaks.

@Valberg Tourism Office

Three "international" ski resorts:
Valberg
Where kids are kings! Slopes connected to Beuil-Les-Launes.
Isola 2000
A stylish resort with sea views.
Auron
Technical and authentic.
Six village resorts in the département have been awarded the "Village Resort" label (out of a total of 29
across the entire Hautes-Alpes, Alpes de Haute Provence and Alpes-Maritimes area):
Caille- L’Audibergue
Resort with sea views
(In the Grasse region)
Castérino
The Great North beckons
(Roya
Bévéra
Valley–Menton
area)
La Colmiane–Valdeblore
Intimacy and family time
(Between Vésubie and Tinée)
Roubion
Unforgettable views
(Tinée Valley)
Saint Dalmas le Selvage
The highest village in the Alpes-Maritimes
(Tinée Valley)
Saint Martin Vésubie
Boréon's northern resort
(Vésubie Valley)
Other resorts on the Côte d’Azur:
Sea views in the Grasse region:
Gréolières-Les-Neiges
Resort with sea view
In the Nice region:
Val Pelens Saint-Martin-d’Entraunes
Turini-Camp d’Argent

45 min. from Grasse centre.

Estenc-Entraunes
Peïra-Cava
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Good reasons to ski on the Côte d’Azur
Dazzling contrast between sea and mountain The Côte d’Azur's exceptional appeal
This is the most "exotic" destination in France. An exclusive offer that combines a stay in town or by the sea in
one of the Côte d’Azur's biggest cities with a day on the slopes!
Ski for 5 months of the year on the Côte d’Azur
The Côte d’Azur offers skiing for over 5 months of the year from late November to mid-April!
There's something for all budgets here:
Upmarket clients coming from Cannes can enjoy one of the most prestigious ski equipment brands
(Moncler) which has just opened a boutique at number 14 on La Croisette.
Shuttle transport has been set up to ensure visitors can access the snowy slopes of the Alpes-Maritimes ski
resorts in under 30 minutes. In the evening, the coast's most prestigious hotels and the Côte d’Azur's
renowned style are a mere stone's throw away.
With 15 ski resorts and Nordic walking areas from which to choose, families have their pick of kid-friendly
classes and event packages.
Those with an adventurous streak may like to try more extreme activities in the Mercantour National Park
and the Parc Naturel Régional des Pré-Alpes d’Azur park: from igloo-building and ice climbing to
paragliding and much, much more.
In the mountains on the Côte d’Azur: ski with views of the sea like nowhere else!
What makes the Alpes-Maritimes special? On clear days, skiers can enjoy spectacular views of the sea from
some of our resorts: Valberg, Isola 2000, the Col de Turini (Turini Silver Camp), Roubion, Gréolières-Les-Neiges
and the Audibergue!
The Côte d’Azur Mountains mean... Sunny days and azure skies
Exceptional sunshine: over 300 days of sun (above 1,500 m of altitude).
In the mountains on the Côte d’Azur: "real" ski resorts in the Alpes-Maritimes!
15 ski resorts and Nordic walking areas, each with their own individual flavour, including 3 international
resorts.
.Resort openings: from late November to mid-April.
.A total of: 700 kilometres of slopes.
.Downhill skiing: over 230 slopes across almost 500 km.
.Cross-country skiing: 35 slopes across almost 200 km.
.Close to 100 ski lifts.
.Close to 100 blue and green runs for beginners.
.Close to 650,000 m3 of snow (production of organic snow: water, cold temperatures and air, no additives)
to ensure snowy conditions from December to April.
• Improved ski lifts every year - slow boarding chair lifts to seat up to 6 - and telecabins.
• Enjoy quality slopes (FIS standards) and high performance, speedy, frequent and comfortable ski lifts to
get the most out of a full day's skiing (super speedy slow boarding chair lifts, hands-free passes, etc.).
The Côte d’Azur Mountains mean... Guaranteed snow!
Thanks to the investment that has been ploughed into the Alpes-Maritimes ski resorts by the local authorities
over the last few years, the resorts now enjoy quality snow across almost all of their skiable areas.
.80% across the Isola 2000 skiable area – Isola 2000: the snowiest resort from 2009 to 2010
.85% across the Valberg skiable area .40% across Auron

@SEMEC – Seaside mountains @ Gréolières Tourism Office Sea views
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Côte d’Azur Snow
Beyond skiing
Igloos, ice climbing, dog sledding, skijoring, snowshoe trekking...all available on the Côte d’Azur!
For a thoroughly unexpected and intimate experience in the midst of unspoilt, protected natural
surroundings, in under 90 minutes visitors can get away from the coastal cities to spend a few hours or a
night in the Côte d’Azur!

@Artificial ice climbing Boréon – Saint Martin Vésubie/Isola 2000 /Saint Dalmas le Selvage
Alpes-Maritimes General Council – CRT Côte d’Azur

A few original ideas to get you started:

Ski paragliding
Build an igloo on the Côte d’Azur!
Climb a frozen waterfall in Mercantour
Dog sledding on the Côte d’Azur
Skijoring on the Côte d’Azur
Available at resorts:
• Speed flying
• Introduction to biathlon laser
• Snowscoots
• Ski biking

• Ski paragliding
• AirBoard Sledding
• Snakegliss
•Yooners

Without forgetting the many motor sports, from snow scooter excursions to ice circuits and quad-biking on
snow...
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Snowshoe trekking in the heart of the Côte d’Azur's pristine winter wonderland: breath-taking landscapes in
the middle of the silent forests set against an immaculate backdrop from which chamois, mountain sheep
and deer emerge, with the faint cry of the wolves drifting in from the distance. Nature lovers will be
enthralled by these mountain surroundings that make up 80% of the total surface area of the AlpesMaritimes département.

@Valberg Tourism Office
Did you know? The Côte d’Azur mountains are home to 6 peaks that soar high over 3,000 m of altitude.
The Gélas and the Clapier in the Vésubie Valley
The Ténibe in the Haute Vallée du Var
The Cimet and the Pelat in the Haut Var
The Corborant in the Haute Tinée

The most beautiful walking trails have been cleared thanks to maintenance work by the Alpes-Maritimes
General Council Services department. Many of them are listed in the Randoxygène guide: Snowshoes.

Randoxygène guide
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Côte d’Azur Sport & Nature
Sports - Relaxing

@Thalazur Antibes and 1835 Radisson Blu Cannes

New in 2014 – Antibes
Hôtel Baie des Anges Thalazur (4 stars) The hotel reopened its doors to the public a little under a year ago. Following 10 months of renovation, the
establishment now offers 164 rooms, a restaurant, a lounge bar as well as a mineral springs therapy service
and sea water spa. Certified expertise is on hand to prime and pamper professional athletes with targeted
care and treatments. Thalazur Antibes is a Partner of the Sharks de l’Olympique d’Antibes Basket basketball
team. http://antibes.thalazur.fr/
New in 2014 - Caille (Grasse region)
The Spa des Délices in La Moulière
This spa opened its doors a few months ago in the heart of the Parc Naturel des Pré Alpes d’Azur park,
incorporating a picturesque little guestroom in which visitors can recharge their batteries and enjoy peace
and fresh air in a protected area located 45 minutes away from Grasse town centre.
www.spa-des-delices.com
Menton
PRANA SPA-HOTEL RIVA
Chosen from among 100 others, this establishment was voted France's top spa hotel 2014 at the "World
Beauty & Spa Show 2014".
www.rivahotel.com
Cannes
Radisson Blu 1835 Hôtel & Thalasso.
The hotel faces onto Cannes' old port, offering a unique view across the city.
Recently awarded the Spa-A label, the Thermes Marins de Cannes & SPA is the perfect finishing touch to this
hotel. Its high performance facilities offer 2,700 m2 of cutting-edge technology in fitness and environment
services. www.radissonblu.fr/hotel-cannes
Monaco
The Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo
A 4-floor 6,600 m2 complex, the Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo is ideally located, with views facing onto the
sea and direct connections to the Hôtel Hermitage and the Hôtel de Paris. The centre is a well-being and
preventative health specialist facility, offering marine and manual therapies that are unique in Europe,
combining traditional, age-old techniques with cutting-edge technology.
fr.thermesmarinsmontecarlo.com
Isola Village - Aquavallée
Aquavallée is a haven of tranquillity to get back into shape before or after a day on the slopes: swimmingpool, sauna, Turkish bath, jacuzzi, fitness room, squash.
www.isola2000.com
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Côte d’Azur Sport & Nature
Calendar of annual sporting events
January
Monaco - Monte Carlo Rally
Isola 2000 - Rally - Stage of the Andros Trophy
Valberg – Trail run on 1 January
Nice – 10 km – The Prom’Classic
From February to November Alpes-Maritimes - Challenge Trail Nature 06
Across a number of dates throughout the year, the Challenge Trail Nature 06 offers an array of prestigious
challenges open to all members of the public, allowing participants to unearth the hidden secrets of the
region's highlands. The idea is for participants to surpass their limits in the midst of unspoilt nature, just a few
kilometres from the Mediterranean Sea.
April
Nice - Nice International Half-Marathon

www.nicesemimarathon.com

May
Côte d’Azur - Fête de la nature
Nice - Nice Côte d’Azur Tennis Open www.opennicecotedazur.com
Cagnes sur Mer – Tennis: GDF Suez Open www.abr-organisation.com
Vence – Running race - The Col de Vence Pass Climb www.ascensioncoldevence.com
Menton – La rondes plages- 10 km running race along the Mediterraneanwww.ronde-des-plages.com
Antibes Juan les Pins – Car race - Antibes-Côte d’Azur Rally www.asa-antibes.com
Pinède Gould and inland roads
6 world champions (including French champions Didier Auriol and Sébastien Loeb), 10 European champions, all of
France's champions and all of the leading names in French rallies as well as around ten foreign drivers have taken part
in the Antibes Côte d’Azur Rally. In celebration of Juan-les-Pins' 130th anniversary, a quality rally and an epic challenge
will depart from the famous Gould pine forest, thus perpetuating the ASA's tradition of bringing amateurs, enthusiasts
and collectors together.

Mountain-biking – Vésubie Valley
La Transvésubienne, established in 1988, is a fixture on the French Cycling Federation's calendar. This year is
the 21st edition of Europe's most iconic mountain-biking races, stretching over 85 km with 3,000 m of
elevation gain and 4,000 m of elevation loss.
Participants will embark on a gruelling 9 hours before they reach the finish line. 1,000 competitors, the
majority of whom are French, are expected to take part in the event.
Mougins – The Mougins Multisport Trek www.mougins.fr
June
Côte d’Azur - Fête du Vélo
Mougins - La Déboussolée
Côte d’Azur – Cycle tourism -The Grand Tour Alpi Marittime Mercantour 2014:
This 5-day itinerant cross-border cycling tour will feature 150 participants departing from and arriving in Guillaumes via
the Alpes-de-Haute-Provence and Italy.
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Nice – IRONMAN www.ironman.com
Cap d’Ail - Cro magnon trek www.cap-dail.com
Trek across over 110 km between Limone and Cap d'Ail, considered one of the world's ultimate trails

Cannes - Cannes International Show-jumping
La Colmiane Valdeblore - Les Journées Verticales
An open-air sports event organised by the Comité départemental de la Montagne et d’Escalade [department
committee for mountains and climbing] designed to showcase the various activities available in the midlands and
highlands on the Colmiane-Valdeblore site.

Valberg - Cyclo-Valberg
Two mountain routes are available, one measuring 135 km and the other 64 km, ensuring all visitors can enjoy the
experience depending on their level.
From the lush greenery of the Col des Champs pass (2,080 km) to the sumptuous red gorges of Daluis, come and get
your legs aching and your heart soaring!
www.cyclovalberg.com - http://cyclovalberg.com/index.php?saison=h

Saint Laurent du Var - Supagasc
An event based on Stand Up paddle boarding with an exhibition Village, Discovery and Kids races and a 10 km grand
finale race.(Funagasc in October)

Antibes – Yachting - Les Voiles d'Antibes/Paneraï Classic Yachts Challenge
To open the Mediterranean season, around sixty of the world's most stunning sailing boats, the paragons of the history of
international yachting since the end of the 19th century, flock yet again to Antibes, where these floating works of art
(some boasting up to 1,000 m2 sails) will flaunt their wares for spectators to admire as they glide along 24 km of
coastline. www.voilesdantibes.com

Menton – Equestrian sports
Mediterranean & Arab Countries Arabian Horse Championship www.mentonarabianhorseshow.com

Menton – Karting Grand Prix
Prestigious names such as Olivier BERETTA, Olivier PANIS, Pierre-Henri RAPHANAEL and many others take part in this event
as a stepping-stone in their Formula 1 careers.

Saint Martin Vésubie – Trail running
A vertical kilometre is a race in which competitors must cover at least 1,000 m elevation gain across the smallest
distance possible. The vertical kilometre race of Saint Martin Vésubie is the only one of its kind in the Alpes-Maritimes.

Monaco - Monte Carlo International Show-jumping
News: La Colmiane – Sunday 22 June - French Moto Trial Championship
July
News: Auron – From 4 to 5 July www.electrobikefestival.com
1st electric assistance mountain-biking show – ElectroBike - Professionals and general public.

Monaco - Herculis International Athleticism Meet – Samsung Diamond League
Cagnes sur Mer - The Côte d’Azur racecourse - Summer meeting
Monaco - Monte Carlo Polo World Cup
Nice – Europétanque Conseil général 06
In 2013, the competition experienced a surge in popularity, attracting around 50,000 spectators. Almost 2,000 players
from around the world including France, Europe, the United States and Africa went head to head.
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Nice - The Tour de France à la Voile
Nice - The Tour de France à la Voile final regattas
Grasse area
La Moulière (Festival Rock & Roots with 2 mountain-biking competitions (1 in the day, 1 by night)
Séranon - Rail des Monts d’Azur
4th edition of the Trail de Valberg www.valbergtrail.com
This year, three races are on offer: 5 July: 20 km (1,200 m elevation gain) and 6 July: 46 km (2,600 m elevation gain)
New: 2-day 66 km Trek

Saint Etienne de Tinée – Running race - La Bonette race – 27 km and 1,700 m elevation gain
August
Cagnes Sur Mer – The Côte d’Azur racecourse - Summer meeting
Cagnes sur Mer – Championnat du Monde de Boules Carrées
31 August – Isola 2000 - French Outdoor Moto Trial Championship
September
Nice - The Nice Regattas – Pasqui Trophy
Cannes - The Royal Regattas – Peneral Trophy
Nice - Nice Triathlon www.triathlondenice.fr
Valberg - Enduro VTT - French Cup www.tribe-events.com
La Turbie - The Trophy Running Race http://course.turbie.free.fr
This running race is open to all, offering a quick 14.5 km course with a total of 360 metres elevation gain. 35% off-road,
65% road.

Cannes – Swimming
Cannes - Ile Sainte Marguerite crossing
October
Nice - The City of Nice International Ice-skating and Ice-dancing Cup
Antibes – Running race
Courir pour une fleur - Over 3,000 runners take part in this classic race, featuring what must surely be one of the world's
most spectacular circuits.

Cagnes sur Mer - Equita’06 – Horse Fair
News – Nice – From 7 to 13 October - Nice Urban Hiking Week www.cdrp06.org
November
Nice-Cannes - The Alpes-Maritimes Marathon www.marathon06.com

Non-exhaustive list of events - updated on 16 June 2014
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Côte d’Azur Sport
New - The Côte d’Azur's major sports facilities

@Azuraréna Antibes – Nice Sports Museum

2014 – Antibes - Azur Arena Antibes, a high level multi-sport complex:
This new building is home to a dojo, a trampoline pit and gym to seat 5,000 spectators. The sports arena can
host all sports (handball, tennis, boxing, etc.) but is first and foremost for use by the Antibes basketball team:
the Sharks.
2014 - Nice - The National Sports Museum – Opening end of June 2014
www.museedusport.fr
Over 45,000 objects and 400,000 documents (materials, clothing, trophies, mascots, posters, paintings, films,
etc.) are housed here in one of the world's largest collections, in a giant display case designed by JeanMichel Wilmotte.
Dandy horses and bicycles of yore, balls and rackets, vintage skis, strips and clothing worn by the most
famous of athletes all serve to tell the story of sport, from Antiquity to the present day. Thanks to immersive
museography, the National Sports Museum will help visitors experience the past through the eyes of
champions, and relive the emotions and sensations that have marked our collective memory.
50 years after the collections were first started in 1963, the National Sports Museum is brought to life in a
location that does it justice. Awarded the Museum of France label, the National Sports Museum is the only
facility dedicated to the topic. Thanks to its exceptional collection and with the support of leading
specialists, the museum will uncover the secrets of sport in a cultural and scientific light, exploring its social,
economic, technical and artistic roles and in doing so becoming one of France's main centre of resources
in the field.
The concept of "challenge" will serve as an overarching theme throughout the museographical structure of
the museum, organised into 4 sections: Challenging the self//Challenges from man to man//Group
challenges//Challenging limits
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2016 - Saint Martin Vésubie - Le Pôle Sport Montagne [Mountain Sports Hub]

@Alpes-Maritimes General Council

This new "mountain" Alpes-Maritimes sports complex will be built in exceptional natural surroundings, at pool
height, bringing the opportunity to explore mountain activities in a fun and accessible way with a view to
learning, perfecting existing skills and gaining professional expertise.
The complex is designed for all, from professional athletes to mountain professionals and families, tourists
and visitors to the Mercantour National Park as well as school groups.
Work first began last 22 February.
The Mountain Sports Hub will be completed in May 2016, and is due to comprise a total surface area of
3,000 m2, including:
a reception point for the general public, featuring the mountain clubhouse and mountain guide
office,
an aquatic area where visitors can enjoy a dip inside and outside,
a well-being area and fitness room to get in shape and warm up,
an indoor mountain activities hub featuring climbing walls, a fun climbing area and a canyoning
and caving space,
areas designed especially for children.
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Côte d’Azur Sport and Nature
See products on www.cotedazur-tourisme.com
There are lots of ways to book a sport and nature stay on the Côte d’Azur:
The www.cotedazur-tourisme.com website covers a range of sports holiday options, from hiking and trails to
cycle tourism, mountain-biking, canyoning and golf, as well as holidays that focus on well-being or family
fun.
Some 'specialised' tour operators offer set destination packages: Vélorizons, Allibert Trekking, etc.

The département's Qualité Tourisme labelled service
providers

The Côte d’Azur is actively involved in acquiring Open-Air Nature Activities (APN) Qualité Tourisme labels in order to
better meet the needs of clients who are mountain enthusiasts. The Alpes-Maritimes département leads the way in
terms of the number of APN service providers it boasts who have committed to the Quality Tourism Plan on a national
scale. Many activities are represented across the département, from aerial sports to white water activities, hiking and
climbing, cycling and mountain-biking.

Snow activities The following is a list of service providers in the region with the Qualité Tourisme label:
.Flights Gabriel GUIRAO Imagin’air
www.imagin-air.com
.Hikes
François FALOCI
Roya Evasion
www.royaevasion.com
Marc BERIMI
Montagne Merveille Azur
www.montagnesmerveillesazur.com
Jean-Maurice OLLIVIER Marche ou Rêve
Benoit COUVREUR
Auberge des Baous
www.aubergedesbaous.com
.Air Luge Board Richard MARTINEZ
Destination Nature
http://destination-nature.vpweb.fr
.Hikes and Igloos
Fabrice MOREL
Taos Evasion
www.taos-evasion.com
François CHOLLET
Terres des Lacs
www.gitetonic.com
.Ice climbing, Igloos, Snowshoe trekking
Pascal CLEMENTI
Odyssée Verticale
www.odyseeverticale.com
.Hiking and Nordic walking
Patrick SCAGLIA
Destination Merveilles
www.destination-merveilles.com

Beyond the snow Service providers offering non snow-based activities in the département:
Laurent BOUDIER
Soleyo
Mathieu BRESSON
Nice Rafting
Greg GERMAIN G2Vision
Pascal RICHOUX
Camp 4
Yannick OBRADOVIC
Fun Trip
Robin ZAVALA
Les Pirogues

www.soleyo.fr
www.nicerafting.com
www.1001sentiers.fr
www.camp4.fr
www.funtrip.fr
www.lespirogues.com

Around thirty qualified, state-certified guides or monitors offer winter activities across the Alpes-Maritimes département.
Visitors can find out more about the services they provide at: www.cotedazur-tourisme.com
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